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Abstract. The topic of this paper is case compounding, i.e. attachment of multiple 
case markers to a noun stem, in Beserman Udmurt, which we also briefly compare to 
Literary Udmurt. Almost all types of case compounding as described by Noonan (2008) 
are attested in the language, however derivational compounding and compounding due 
to suspended affixation only play a marginal role. We use referential communication 
experiments and corpus data to analyze the constraints on this phenomenon. We also 
argue that possessive marking, which is often said to be obligatory in compounding (e.g. 
Alatyrev 1983: 586, Winkler 2001: 43), is in fact triggered by informational-structural 
factors that are associated with compounding, rather than by compounding itself. The 
paper is based primarily on the data that we collected in the field in 2003–2017.
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1.  Introduction

By case compounding we understand a situation whereby two or 
more case markers attach to the stem (including cases with null nomina-
tive marker, as in (5)), as can be seen in the Beserman example (1). We 
will refer to the leftmost case suffix as the “inner” case, and to the cases 
located to the right of it, as the “outer” cases.

(1) sʼasʼka-en-ze
fl ower-INS-POSS.3SG.ACC

‘[do something with] the one with a fl ower’

A typical context in which a form such as (1) could appear, would 
include several objects, e.g. pots, one of which is decorated with a 
flower. Such an object can be described by an NP sʼasʼka-en kastrʼulʼa 
flower-INS pot ‘(a) pot with a flower’, where the word for pot is the 
head. In the syntactic position of direct object, the head may attach 
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the  accusative marker. However, under certain circumstances, the head 
may be elided from the NP, which roughly corresponds in meaning 
to replacing it with ‘one’ in English. Its accusative marker, however, 
attaches to its modifier, giving the form with case compounding as a 
result.

The phenomenon in question was extensively researched in the 
languages of Australia (see e.g. Dench and Evans 1988, and the papers 
in Plank 1995). However, it is also quite widespread in other parts of 
the world. Noonan (2008) provides an overview of case compounding 
in the Bodic languages (Tibeto-Burman). It also exists in a number of 
Turkic and Uralic languages, e.g. in Bashkir (Privizentseva, p.c.), Hill 
Mari (Kozlov and Privizentseva, p.c.) and Mordvin (Hamari 2015, 
2016; Privizenceva 2015).

The grammars of the Permic languages (Bubrikh 1949 for Komi, 
Perevoščikov 1962 for Udmurt) reveal that the phenomenon in ques-
tion takes place there as well. Alatyrev (1983: 586) in his concise over-
view of Udmurt grammar considers the most frequent type of case 
compounding in Udmurt, the simple headless adnominal, which is 
also represented in (1). Based on examples such as (2) and the implicit 
presupposition that the 3SG possessive marker is obligatory in these 
constructions, he comes to the conclusion that there exists a separate 
grammatical category (‘specifying-indicative category’), whose marker 
is formally identical to that of POSS.3SG and which is used to transform 
an adnominal into a noun that can be further inflected.

(2) a. gurt-len-ez
village-GEN-POSS.3SG

‘the one that belongs to the village’

b. gurt-len-ez-len
village-GEN-POSS.3SG-GEN

‘of the one that belongs to the village’

c. gord-ez
red-POSS.3SG

‘the red one’

d. gord-ez-len
red-POSS.3SG-GEN

‘of the red one’
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In Udmurt, this phenomenon can manifest itself in different forms, 
some of which are different in structure than those in (1) and (2). We are 
going to use the classification and the terminology provided in Noonan 
(2008) throughout the paper. The relevant kinds of compounding 
described there are case stacking, derivational, referential, headed 
adnominal (with or without case marking on the head), headless adnom-
inal and complex attributive nominal.

We are specifically interested in the data of the Beserman dialect, 
although we also look briefly into the data from the literary language. 
Beserman is an unwritten dialect of Udmurt spoken by ethnic Beser-
mans, who live primarily in North-Western Udmurtia. The number of 
ethnic Besermans, according to the 2010 census, is 2201; there are 10 
predominantly Beserman villages and 41 villages with mixed popula-
tion. All Besermans are bilingual in Russian, many are also familiar 
with standard Udmurt. The dialect differs from the literary language 
on phonetic, morphosyntactic and lexical levels, however, the two 
varieties are generally mutually intelligible. In additional to standard 
Udmurt case inventory, Beserman Udmurt has the recessive case and a 
series of personal-local cases (Usacheva and Arkhangelskiy 2017); see 
Appendix 1 for a comparison of Standard Udmurt and Beserman case 
systems. The Beserman grammar was partly described by Tepljašina 
(1970) and Ljukina (2008). All Beserman data that we use was collected 
in the village of Shamardan (Yukamenskoye district, Udmurtia, Russia) 
in a series of field trips in 2003–2017. The Beserman examples in the 
paper either come from one of the referential communication experi-
ments conducted in 2015–2016 (see Section 4) or were elicited. The 
literary Udmurt data comes solely from the Corpus of Standard Udmurt1. 
The following abbreviations are used to mark the source of examples: 
U – Corpus of Standard Udmurt; B – Beserman oral corpus, including 
the experimental transcripts; E – elicited Beserman example.

Although case compounding also happens with pronouns, we will 
focus only on nouns in this paper for the sake of space.

1 http://udmurt.web-corpora.net
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2.  Types of case compounding in Beserman Udmurt: an overview

Out of the seven kinds of compounding described in Noonan (2008), 
we attested the following in Beserman or literary Udmurt:

a. Simple headless adnominal: a noun marked with an adnominal 
case is further assigned a case intended for the elided head. This kind 
is by far the most frequent kind of case compounding and is illustrated 
in (2a).

b. Headed adnominal with a case-marked head. The only dif ference 
between this kind and the previous one is that here the head is not 
elided, so that the case of the head is present on both the head and the 
adnominal. This construction occurs less frequently; normally, when the 
head is present, its dependent is not marked with the case of the head. 
Example (3) illustrates this kind of compounding.

(3) picʼi pi-lə̑ sʼed jə̑rcʼi-jen-ez-lə̑
little boy-DAT black hair-INS-POSS.3SG-DAT

‘[he is giving the candies] to the little boy with black hair’ (B)

c. Complex attributive nominal. Noonan (2008) defines this type of 
case compounding as the one with non-adnominal inner case, which 
requires additional nominalization/ attributivization. In the context of 
Udmurt, we redefine this type by emphasizing the first part of the defi-
nition and lifting the second. That is, what we refer to as the complex 
atributive nominal type, is basically same as (a), where the inner case 
is not adnominal, so the whole construction can be interpreted as an 
ellipsis of a verbal, rather than nominal, head. In Udmurt, such case 
compounding is possible without preceding nominalization. In example 
(4), featuring a chain of three case suffixes, the recently grammati calized 
recessive case, which indicates the approximate source of motion, is 
not adnominal, to the best of our knowledge. A noun in the recessive 
is usually an adjunct in a clause headed by a motion verb, so that the 
clauses with compounding (4) can be interpreted as instances of ellipsis 
of the verb ‘coming’.
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(4) Bagurt-lasʼen mašina lə̑kt-e=no ježgurt-lasʼen mašina
(village)-RCS car come-PRS.3SG=ADD (village)-RCS car

lə̑kt-e. Bagurt-lasʼen-ez-lesʼ šofʼor-ze mon
come-PRS.3SG (village)-RCS-POSS.3SG-GEN2 driver-POSS.3SG.ACC I.NOM

tod-isʼko, a ježgurt-lasʼen-ez-lesʼ-se mon 
know-PRS.1SG but (village)-RCS-POSS.3SG-GEN2-POSS.3SG.ACC I.NOM

ug tod-isʼkə̑.
NEG know-PRS.NEG.SG

‘Cars were coming from the side of Bagurt and from the side of Yezhgurt. 
I know the driver of the one from Bagurt, but I do not know the driver of 
the one from Yezhgurt (lit. the one of the one from Yezhgurt).’ (E)

Although it may seem that the possessive marker is playing the role 
of a nominalizer here, we are going to show that this is not the case. 
Somewhat more digestible examples of this kind of compounding result 
from comparative deletion (see Xolodilova 2015: 3).

d. Derivational: the inner case affix forms a kind of an oblique stem, 
which is required by the outer case marker. This kind of compounding 
is very marginal in Beserman (see next subsection).

e. Case stacking: several case affixes are combined to express a 
meaning compositionally combined from the meanings of the individual 
affixes. This kind exists in Komi varieties, where several spatial cases 
can be combined to form a complex spatial case. In Literary Udmurt, 
however, this kind is virtually nonexistent.

We also introduce the kind (f), Case compounding in coordinating 
construction. This kind of compounding was not listed in Noonan’s 
classification. It happens when a suspended case affix that appears on 
the right border of a coordinated NP, has to attach to another case affix 
which is a part of the coordinating construction (see example 22 and 
Section 5.3).

The first three kinds have similar syntactic structure and a special 
relationship with the 3SG possessive suffix, which, as we are going to 
show, is governed by the information structure. The kinds (d–f), on the 
other hand, are much less frequent than (a–c), have different constraints 
and generally are peripheral to the grammatical systems. The discus-
sion of these kinds, therefore, will be organized as follows. In Section 
3, we describe in detail the cases (a–c). Then, in Section 4, we give 
an overview of our referential communication experiments, discuss the 
informational-structural factors and argue that it is these factors that are 
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responsible for the appearance of POSS.3SG in the cases (a–c). Finally, in 
Section 5, we briefly cover the peripheral cases (d–f).

3.  Central kinds of case compounding

The adnominal (headless or with a marked head) and the complex 
attributive nominal kinds of case compounding are, in terms of produc-
tivity and frequency, central to Beserman grammar. They also share 
informational-structural properties and morphosyntactic constraints.

We concern ourselves primarily with two questions: (a) which 
cases can, and which cannot, occupy the inner or the outer place under 
compounding; and (b) what role in the compounding the POSS.3SG marker 
plays, which, even if not obligatory, is still ubiquitous in compounded 
forms. Question (b) is important because the POSS.3SG marker is often 
seen as a nominalizer that makes case compounding possible. Winkler 
(2001: 43), for instance, says that “by means of Px3Sg declined nouns 
can be nominalized”, and a similar view is held by Alatyrev (1983). We 
argue against this interpretation in Section 4, where the informational-
structural properties of case compounding are covered. In this section, 
we confine ourselves to the question (a), while question (b) will be 
discussed in Section 4. 

3.1.  Adnominals and the inner case

As mentioned earlier, the most widespread kind of compounding is 
simple headless adnominal, illustrated in (2). It results from the omis-
sion of the NP head, whose case marker is then obligatorily transferred 
to its dependent. As can be seen from (3), the omission of the head is not 
obligatory for its case marker to appear on the dependent. Nevertheless, 
in the cases when the head is present, the dependent is often moved to 
the right (as in (3)), sometimes several words away from the head (as 
in (5) below). In ordinary NPs where the dependent is not marked with 
the case of the head, the dependent usually sits immediately to the left 
of the head, regardless of the kind of the dependent.

(5) A  odig-ə̑z marə̑m-ez ʒʼek və̑l-ə̑n sʼasʼka-en-ez.
and  one-POSS.3SG HES-POSS.3SG table on-LOC fl ower-INS-POSS.3SG

‘And one thing (saucepan) with fl owers is on the table.’ (B)
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This example is also a good illustration of something we analyze 
as compounding with the nominative as the outer case, despite the fact 
that there is no overt second case in the form sʼasʼka-en-ez ‘the one 
with flower(s)’. The reason for this is the following: case suffixes in 
Udmurt form “blocks” with possessiveness suffixes: the surface form of 
the case suffix depends on the presence of a possessiveness suffix, and 
vice versa. The word in question might look like it had a mere combi-
nation of an instrumental case marker and 3SG possessiveness marker. 
However, if the POSS.3SG present in this example formed a block with 
the instrumental suffix and thus referred to the flower rather than to the 
sourcepan, it would necessarily have the form -ə̑z. The fact that it has 
the form -ez here suggests that it is a part of the outer case-possessive-
ness block with an empty nominative marker.

There are apparently no restrictions concerning the outer case in 
compounded forms: just as any case can be assigned to the elided head, 
the dependent can receive any case from it. Main morphosyntactic 
constraints on compounding concern the inner case. Any adnominal 
case suffix can be the inner case in compounded forms regardless of 
the outer case. Such cases include at least the genitives2 and the instru-
mental. In (6), we illustrate how case compounding usually occurs: 
under certain circumstances, a nominal NP dependent in an adnominal 
case can be replaced with a form with case compounding, while the 
head may stay or be elided.

(6) a. petʼa-len pə̑ni-jez-lesʼ → petʼa-len-ez-lesʼ (pə̑ni-jez-lesʼ)
(PN)-GEN dog-POSS.3SG-

GEN2
(PN)-GEN-
POSS.3SG-GEN2

dog-POSS.3SG-
GEN2

‘[be afraid] of Petya’s dog’ → ‘[be afraid] of Petya’s one’ (E)
 

b. šapk-en nə̑l-ez-lə̑ → šapk-en-ez-lə̑ (nə̑l-ez-lə̑)
hat-INS girl-POSS.3SG-DAT hat-INS-POSS.3SG-DAT girl-POSS.3SG-DAT

‘to the girl with a hat’ → ‘to the one with a hat’ (E)

2 In Beserman, there are two cases with markers -len and -les̓ /-lə̑ s̓ , which are referred 
to here as the fi rst genitive (GEN) and the second genitive (GEN2). The primary function 
of both these cases is marking the dependent in NPs. The second genitive is chosen 
if the head of the NP is in the accusative, while the fi rst genitive is chosen in all other 
cases. The second genitive also has a narrow range of independent functions such as 
marking the material, and is traditionally called Ablative in standard Udmurt.
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It all becomes much more complicated if the inner case is not 
 adnominal, i. e. when we are dealing with the complex attributive 
nominal kind. As we have seen in the example (4), it is at least some-
times possible to make a compound out of a non-adnominal case form. 
Apart from the recessive, we have a handful of examples with the termi-
native (-ozʼ), the egressive (-isʼen) or the dative (-lə̑) as the first case. 
However, these forms were not universally accepted by the speakers, 
and those who accepted it, did so only reluctantly. We also have a 
number of examples with the same compounded forms, but different 
contexts, that the same speakers rejected as ungrammatical. It seems 
that for a sentence with such a form to be at least marginally accept-
able, the elided verb should be easily and uniquely reconstructible. In 
(4), for example, the only possible verb is lə̑ktə̑nə̑ ‘come’, which could 
be very easily deduced by the listener. Such forms do not appear either 
in the Beserman corpus or in the Standard Udmurt corpus. Therefore, 
we must admit that, despite these cases can theoretically be used as the 
inner part of marginally acceptable case compounding forms, normally 
they are not allowed to do so. This is similar to Moksha, where case 
compounding is also available for adnominal inner cases (Hamari 2015), 
and to Hill Mari, where case compounding requires an attributivizer that 
makes any case form adnominal (Kozlov and Privizentseva, p.c.)

Although non-adnominal forms can not generally serve as a basis for 
case compounding with verbal ellipsis, some of them can be replaced by 
adnominal forms with the same meaning. These forms include, on the 
one hand, the locative, the illative and the elative (in the proper elative 
sense), and, on the other hand, the caritive.

3.2.  The adnominal elative and the spatial cases

The elative case in Udmurt has at least two different functions. In 
one of them, it conveys standard elative semantics (prototypically, 
movement of the Figure originating in a container-like Ground). The 
other function is to produce a locative attributive, an adnominal form 
with the meaning ‘located in/at X’, as in (7a). Such elative forms can 
only occur in the attributive position, which is illustrated in (7b).

(7) a. Azbar-ə̑sʼ vedra-je bə̑gə̑-tek.
yard-ELA bucket-POSS.1SG handle-CAR

‘My yard bucket (i. e. the one located, currently or habitually, in the 
yard) has no handle.’ (E)
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b. Bə̑gə̑-tem vedra-je azbar-ə̑n  / *azbar-ə̑sʼ.
handle-NEG.ATTR bucket-POSS.1SG yard-LOC *yard-ELA

‘My handleless bucket is in the yard.’ (E)

The elative in this function can thus be perceived as the attributive 
counterpart of the locative, which can be used only in the predicative 
position or as an adjunct. It comes as no surprise then that in forms with 
case compounding where the locative could have been expected, the 
attributive elative is used instead. It is interesting to note that exactly the 
same process takes place in Moksha, according to Privizenceva (2015): 
the locative there cannot become the inner case and is replaced with 
the elative instead. The situations are not exactly parallel however. In 
Moksha, the use of the elative in this function outside compounded 
forms is restricted to topical items, while in focal contexts the locative 
is used adnominally (Kozlov et al. 2016). In Udmurt, on the contrary, 
this kind of elative can appear independently without any restrictions, 
while the locative can never be adnominal. Therefore, this can hardly be 
treated as a genuine “replacement” of the locative with the elative. What 
looks more like a replacement is what happens to the illative and the 
elative proper, which are also not adnominal cases and normally do not 
participate in compounding as inner cases. Both these cases are replaced 
with the adnominal elative in forms with compounding. When under-
going this change, the original form retains only a part of its semantics. 
Consider the following example (8).

(8) Pojezd, kud-iz mə̑n-e moskva-je, mon aʒʼ-iko,
train which-POSS.3SG go-PRS.3SG Moscow-ILL I.NOM see-PRS.1SG

a glazov-ə̑sʼ-se ug.
but Glazov-ELA-POSS.3SG.ACC NEG

‘I see the train that is going to Moscow, but I do not see the one from/to/
in Glazov.’ (E)

This sentence has three different readings, the elative, the illative, 
and the locative (the latter being probably ruled out by the context). An 
appropriate translation for the form glazovə̑sʼse would be ‘the Glazov 
one’: it is clear that the city of Glazov is used as the Ground with the 
train as the Figure, but the information regarding the orientation of the 
train is not expressed.

One peculiar thing about the elative in Beserman is that it has two 
free variants, -ə̑sʼ and -isʼ, in case compounding, while in simple forms 
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only -ə̑sʼ is grammatical. This does not apply to the standard language, 
where the only possible elative marker in all contexts is -i̮sʼ. In many 
suffixes, literary Udmurt i̮ corresponds to two equally possible variants, 
ə̑ and i, in Beserman (where ə̑ is a direct correspondent for i̮, and i is 
one of several dialectal features that Beserman shares with the Southern 
dialects). Unfortunately, we do not have any explanations for this devel-
opment.

While several speakers admitted the locative as also grammatical in 
the context “the one [that is located] in Glazov”, it was never their first 
choice when a Russian stimulus was offered, and such compounded 
forms with the locative as the first case never appeared in the Beserman 
corpus, with the exception of comparative deletion contexts (see below). 
Therefore, we can conclude that using the locative as the inner case 
falls in the same category of marginally possible, but virtually improb-
able constructions, as the non-adnominal cases discussed above. The 
standard Udmurt corpus data suggests that the locative/elative relations 
are largely the same there as in Beserman.

3.3.  The caritive

The speakersʼ opinions on whether the caritive (-tek) can become the 
inner case in compounded forms varies. While some speakers accept 
such forms, others (or sometimes even the same speakers asked at 
another time) reject them. It seems that, just as in the case of the loca-
tive, the acceptance of those forms depends on whether the speaker 
can use the caritive form as adnominal. That parallels the situation in 
Moksha, where the caritive can appear in case compounding and can 
be used adnominally. The problem with adnominal caritive in Udmurt 
is that, unlike Moksha, it has a ‘real’ adnominal counterpart, the nega-
tive attributive (-tem), which is the first choice for adnominal use. Both 
markers can be seen in their typical positions in (7). Unlike the elative, 
the negative attributive is a derivational, rather than inflectional, suffix 
which produces an adjective (which can be further inflected with adjec-
tive-specific morphology). In case compounding forms, the caritive can 
always be, and normally is, replaced with the negative attributive, as in 
(9).
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(9) Kud-ze ton ju-o-d,
which-POSS.3SG.ACC you(SG).NOM drink-FUT-2SG

talʼinka-en-ze=wa ilʼi talʼinka-tem-ze=wa?
saucer-INS-POSS.3SG.ACC=Q or saucer-NEG.ATTR-POSS.3SG.ACC=Q

‘Which one (cup of tea) will you drink, the one with a saucer or the one 
without a saucer?’ (B)

We do not have any examples of case compounding with caritive in 
our texts. The standalone caritive is almost always used in adverbial or 
predicative positions. However, attributive usage also occurs a couple 
of times in texts, despite the fact that some speakers consider such 
sentences ungrammatical. The speakers who accept these sentences tend 
also to accept the caritive in case compounding.

When the replacement takes place, it is pretty straightforward. What 
is not so clear, however, is the following form (10) that was used several 
utterances later in the same dialogue as (9).

(10) a davaj blʼuda-jen-tem-ze cʼaj-ze ju
and let’s saucer-INS-NEG.ATTR-POSS.3SG.ACC tea-POSS.3SG.ACC drink:IMP

‘Why don’t you drink the [cup of] tea without a saucer?’ (B)

The speakers who we asked about it confirmed that this form 
with two seemingly opposite markers was grammatical and had no 
dif ferences in meaning with just blʼuda-tem-ze ‘saucer-NEG.ATTR-
POSS.3SG.ACC’ (without the instrumental). We do not as of now know 
why such combination is possible.

3.4.  Comparative deletion

Case compounding which results from the ellipsis of a part of the 
clause under comparison, known as comparative deletion, is special 
because it lifts the restrictions described above. Beserman provides 
two ways of marking the standard of comparison, not counting the 
frequently used Russian loanword cʼem ‘than’ (Xolodilova 2015). One 
way involves the postposition sʼarə̑sʼ ‘about/than’, and the other is 
attaching the second genitive marker to the standard of comparison. 
When the second strategy is employed and the standard of comparison 
is already inflected for some case, the first case marker may be retained, 
which leads to case compounding. Thus, this Beserman comparative 
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 construction combines the features of fixed-case and derived-case 
 strategies, in terms of Stassen (1985), i.e. consistently marking the 
standard of comparison with a special case and marking it with the same 
case as the comparee. Unlike in all other cases, there seem to be no 
restrictions on the inner case then. Also, the POSS.3SG marker usually 
does not appear in this construction. The same goes for the literary 
language, which uses the same two comparative constructions. In (11), 
we see the locative as the inner case in such a construction, where the 
second occurrence of dun ‘price’ was elided.

(11) Bakcʼa.jemi̮š-jos-li̮ dun-jos, pe, magazʼin-i̮n-lesʼ picʼi=ges.
vegetables-PL-DAT price-PL CIT store-LOC-GEN2 small=CPR

‘The vegetable prices [at the market] are said to be lower than in the 
stores.’ (U; Udmurt dunʼnʼe, 14.11.2007)

4.  Information structure and the POSS.3SG marker

In this section, we explore the informational-structural factors that 
trigger the appearance of forms with case compounding in speech. We 
consider here almost exclusively the adnominal case compounding 
kinds. We reflect on the question of whether and why the POSS.3SG 
marker is obligatory in such forms, which was posed in Section 3. Based 
on our observations on the connection between the information structure 
of an utterance and case compounding, we claim that POSS.3SG is merely 
a consequence of the same factors that trigger case compounding, rather 
than an obligatory nominalizer.

4.1.  Referential communication experiments

In our 65,000 token corpus of Beserman, we found only three 
instances of case compounding. Since it is very difficult to study infor-
mational-structural factors based only on elicited examples, we designed 
and ran two experiments that involved quasi-spontaneous communica-
tion between speakers in a carefully designed setting. The experiments 
were carried out in 2015–2016. As a result, we got about 24,500 tokens 
of transcribed conversations that contained about 70 case compounding 
examples of different types.
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The experiments were designed according to principles of referential 
communication tasks method. This method was suggested by Krauss 
and Weinheimer (1966). It is widely used during experiments with chil-
dren (O’Neill 1996, Pan and Snow 1999, Girbau 2001) and with deaf 
people (Zajceva 2000), in teaching foreign languages (Yule 1997), study 
of syntactic priming (Judina and Fedorova 2009). During referential 
communication experiments the linguist records the dialogue between 
speakers who communicate by the phone or through a non-transparent 
screen. One of the speakers, the Director, receives certain information 
which they should verbally transfer to their addressee, the Matcher. 
Fig. 1 shows the setting of one of our experiments.

Figure 1. The experimental setting

There are two main types of tasks given to the experiment partici-
pants: ordering of objects from a pile and finding the right way in a 
maze. We ran both types of experiments. During ordering objects from 
a pile, the linguist puts cards in front of the Director in a fixed order. 
In 2015, we used a variation of “ordering-objects-from-a-pile” experi-
ments which involved background, a poster-size photo of a location in 
Shamardan village, where the experiment was conducted. Pictures with 
figures representing people, animals and other objects, were put on the 
poster in small portions (three or four cards at a time). After a given set 
was described by the Director and put by Matcher, the next set came. In 
this experiment, 32 different types of cards were used in total.
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In 2015, we did not get any examples of case compounding in direct 
object position. So in 2016 we ran another experiment using a different 
subtype of “ordering-objects-from-a-pile” design without any back-
ground picture. The cards also were put in front of the Director in small 
sets of three, but the table they were put on did not serve as a point 
of reference. Fig. 2 provides an example of cards we used during this 
experiment (pictures of fences made of wood and bricks are fillers):

Figure 2. The cards for the 2016 experiment

This series of experiments was successful: we got more than 15 
examples on case compounding in DO-position and also several exam-
ples for other positions.

In 2015, we also ran a series of experiments of the “maze” type. 
During this type, the Director and the Matcher become identical three-
dimensional models and identical sets of three-dimensional figures. The 
models we used represented the area of a village where the experiment 
took place. It helped speakers to associate the model with their place of 
living. During the experiment, the Director was looking at figures one 
of us was moving in front of them through the landscape model (maze) 
and was trying to describe the trajectory to the Matcher. The task of 
the Matcher was to repeat the movements of figures on the identical 
landscape model as precisely as possible. Figures were partly toys (five 
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wooden puppets and five cars), partly hand-made of play-dough (two 
bags, three loafs of bread, three boxes of sugar). Fig. 3 shows one of the 
participants with a model of Shamardan area and with all figures used 
during the “maze” type of experiments:

Figure 3. The setting of the 3-dimensional “maze” experiment

4.2.  Topicality and contrast

The experiments were designed in such a way that the same figures 
appeared repeatedly in different contexts, they could be focal or topical, 
activated or not activated. Most figures came also in pairs or small sets, 
inside which they differed in one parameter, e.g. hair color of otherwise 
identical girls or the side from which the cars came, which enabled 
contrastive contexts. The figures also occupied different positions on 
the animacy hierarchy, but this parameter did not prove to be relevant.

It looks like relative accessibility of the head (compared to its 
dependent), in terms of Slioussar (2009: 52–57), is the most important 
factor predicting the appearance of the case marker on the dependent: the 
less accessible/topical the dependent compared to the head, the greater 
the probability of it being marked. If the dependent is a noun in one 
of the adnominal cases, this leads to case compounding. However this 
rule does not discriminate between this and other kinds of  adnominal 
modifiers. Adjectives, which normally do not inflect for case and have a 
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dedicated adjective plural suffix -esʼ, also copy the case and the nominal 
plural marker -os/-jos (if there is one) from their heads under those 
conditions (12), (13). This concerns non-derived adjectives as well as 
those derived from nouns with the help of one of the attributivizers.

(12) so zək-ez-len <...> nʼulʼ picʼi-os-ə̑z
that big-POSS.3SG-GEN four small-PL-POSS.3SG

‘That big one [girl] <...> has four small ones [candies].’ (B)

(13) so kanfet-jos-se zək-jos-se sʼot-i-z
s/he candy-PL-POSS.3SG.ACC big-PL-POSS.3SG.ACC give-PST-3SG

‘She gave [him] big candies.’ (B)

In both these examples the object denoted by the head (candies in 
both cases and also the girl in the first case) have already appeared 
several times in speech in the close vicinity of these utterances, and 
are therefore well activated and highly topical. The attributes of these 
objects (their size in both examples) are, on the other hand, much more 
focal, which typically occurs in contrastive contexts. The head, which is 
due to its topicality not important for the conversation and is off screen 
in terms of Padučeva (2004: 58–59), can therefore be omitted, as in 
(12). Even when it is not, as in (13), it is either located to the left of its 
dependent or separated from it with special intonation. Special into-
national patterns, movement to the left or omission are features cross-
linguistically typical for topical items. Each of these processes, however, 
would make it more difficult for the listener to recover the syntactic 
structure of the utterance in Beserman, and in the latter case, also to 
reconstruct the omitted head. Copying the case and number markers 
from the head makes reconstructing the relation between the head and 
the dependent, regardless of their mutual position, much easier. It also 
indicates the syntactic position of the head, should it be omitted, and 
therefore helps the listener to reconstruct it. The case compounding 
phenomenon, which we always met under such circumstances, is there-
fore a by-product of this topicalization-induced case copying.

4.3.  The obligatoriness of POSS.3SG

As discussed previously, the second case in compounding is said to 
obligatorily come with a POSS.3SG marker. This is paralleled by Moksha, 
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where the outer case can only belong to the definite declension. Indeed, 
the speakers who we asked usually refused to accept otherwise correct 
sentences with case compounding when the POSS.3SG marker did not 
accompany the outer case. It turned out, however, that it is in fact not 
required by the case compounding construction per se, even when the 
inner case is adnominal and the outer case is copied from the elided 
head. The transcriptions of our experiments contain several contexts 
where no possessive marker is present (14), (15), which proves this 
point.

(14) lə̑z, lə̑z šapka-en-len tože! korzʼinka-en so.
blue blue hat-INS-GEN also basket-INS s/he
‘The blue, the blue-headed one (girl) as well [has a basket]! She is with 
a basket.’ (B)

(15) ben, vož kə̑šet-en-len pun-i kalʼ mon
yes green headscarf-INS-GEN put-PST.1SG now I.NOM

‘Yes, Iʼve just put [the hedgehog] by the one (old lady) with green head-
scarf.’ (B)

Just as in other examples with headless case-compounding, the head 
in both examples is highly topical, since the speakers have discussed 
the figures of girls or ladies for a long time already. What makes them 
different from most other contexts in our corpus is that the attributes 
(blue hat and green headscarf, respectively), although less topical, are 
still not the main point of concern for the speaker. Both blue-hatted 
girl and green-headscarved lady are not compared with their differently 
clothed counterparts in these sentences. In (14), the Director wants to 
make sure the Matcher places a basket in the hands of the blue-hatted 
girl as well, just as she did it with other girls. In (15), the Matcher draws 
the Director’s attention to the fact that she has already put a hedgehog 
next to the lady and would like to ask for further directions. In both 
examples, the whole noun phrase is in topic, and there is either no or 
only very mild contrast.

The POSS.3SG in Udmurt is different from other possessive markers 
because it has developed a number of non-possessive functions (Lytkin 
et al. 1974, Perevoščikov 1962: 84–85, Winkler 2001: 29, Kuznecova 
2012, Tánczos 2016). It is also structurally outstanding: while  adnominal 
dependents can copy the case and the number markers from the head, 
they cannot copy the possessiveness markers. Only the POSS.3SG marker 
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can appear on adjectives in this setting and accompany the outer case in 
nouns with case compounding, even if the head is marked with another 
possessive suffix. This peculiarity is the reason why POSS.3SG in such 
contexts is sometimes treated as a nominalizer or a separate category 
that enables an adnominal form to acquire nominal morphology.

One of the contexts where POSS.3SG in this non-possessive function is 
used, is contrastive topic. Whenever an object is topical, but is contras-
tively compared or opposed to another topical object, it is marked with 
this suffix. When the contrast involves the entire NP, POSS.3SG attaches 
to its head, as in (16).

(16) ton vaj buti̮lʼ-ze kelʼt-ə̑,
you(SG).NOM let’s bottle-POSS.3SG.ACC leave-IMP.SG

tarelka-ze=pe sʼi-i-m=nʼi.
plate-POSS.3SG.ACC=CIT eat-PST-1PL=already

‘Let the bottle stay, and let’s say we’ve eaten the plate.’ (B)

In this example, the Director gives the Matcher the instructions: the 
card with a bottle should stay on the table, and the one with a plate 
should be discarded. The bottle and the plate are both topical, but they 
are contrastively compared and therefore marked with POSS.3SG. It is 
also instructive that the word pal ‘side’, which normally implies contrast 
between the two sides, is predominantly used with the POSS.3SG marker 
(179 out of 231 cases, or 77%, for locative and illative, which are most 
frequently used with this word).

When only the dependent, but not the head, is in the scope of 
contrast, the dependent gets this suffix. It follows that the factors that 
trigger the appearance of POSS.3SG in this function are the same as the 
ones governing adnominal case compounding or copying the head 
morphology to a dependent adjective. It comes as no surprise then, 
that case compounding and POSS.3SG marking go hand in hand so often. 
Nevertheless, the examples (14) and (15) with reduced contrast and no 
POSS.3SG on the one hand, and (16), where POSS.3SG is used for the same 
purpose without case compounding, prove that these are at least partially 
independent processes, and one does not necessarily require the other. 
Therefore, even if one treats this kind of POSS.3SG as a separate category, 
we believe it is incorrect to analyze it as a nominalizing device.
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5.  Peripheral case compounding kind

Finally, let us first consider those kinds of case compounding that 
are infrequent and play only a peripheral role in the grammar. The 
constraints on these kinds and the factors triggering their appearance in 
speech differ from those relevant for the more frequent kinds covered 
above.

5.1.  Derivational compounding

The derivational compounding is the most marginal of the three. 
Normally, case markers in Udmurt attach to the bare stem and do not 
require that it be modified with any other suffix before that. However, 
the recessive case (recall example (3)), which does not exist in the 
literary language, has not yet fully grammaticalized (Usacheva and 
Arkhangelskiy 2017). One of the signs of its incomplete grammaticali-
zation is the fact that some speakers allow it to attach to the genitive 
marker, rather than attaching it directly to the stem (17):

(17) a. mužik-lasʼen b. mužik-len-lasʼen
husband-RCS husband-GEN-RCS

‘[wedding guests] from the side of the husband’ (E)

Both words have exactly the same meaning, however, in (17b), the 
recessive marker uses the stem with the genitive as an oblique stem of 
sorts. This is probably a remnant of the stage when the recessive marker 
was an adposition and could take a noun in either the nominative or the 
genitive as its dependent. The compounded form is clearly marginal: it 
is not unanimously approved by the speakers and does not show up in 
texts. Another nominal case that, even less frequently, can occasionally 
allow such kind of compounding in Beserman, is the approximative 
(-lanʼ), which is semantically the opposite of the recessive. Since there 
is no recessive in literary Udmurt, and the approximative is all but dead, 
it is safe to say that derivational compounding does not exist in the 
standard language.
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5.2.  Case stacking

Case stacking resulting from combination of several spatial case 
affixes (denoting e.g. localization and orientation) can be found in 
multiple Komi varieties (Baker 1985: 225–240, Kuznecov 2012: 165), 
which are closely related to Udmurt, and took place in earlier stages 
of Komi and Udmurt, giving rise to a number of contemporary case 
markers (Tauli 1956). In literary Udmurt, combinations of the marker 
-lanʼ with spatial cases (normally locative or illative) have the deceiving 
appearance of case compounding. However, our corpus data reveals 
that this suffix, described in the grammars as the approximative case 
marker, is actually used only as a derivational suffix that can modify 
a very limited number of stems. Therefore, these combinations in 
literary Udmurt cannot be viewed as true instances of case stacking. 
In Beserman, where the approximative is a productive and relatively 
frequently used case, such combinations are hardly ever used. Out of 
187 occurrences of the approximative in our Beserman corpus, none 
were combined with other spatial cases. The only relevant elicited 
example that we have (18) was accepted only by some speakers, who 
nevertheless indicated the variant without compounding as preferable.

(18) Mašina-de azʼ-lanʼ / ?azʼ-lanʼ-e / ?azʼ-lanʼ-a-z
car-POSS.2SG.ACC front-APP front-APP-ILL front-APP-ILL-POSS.3SG

puk-t-ə̑.
sit-CAUS-IMP

‘Park your car further ahead.’ (E)

Since azʼlanʼ is by far the most frequent literary Udmurt word 
with the approximative marker to be used with the illative and loca-
tive markers, and the Beserman speakers are familiar with the literary 
language, the appearance of azʼlanʼe in Beserman could be explained 
by the influence of the standard variety.

We are not aware of any other spatial case stacking instances within 
one noun in Beserman or literary Udmurt3. However, there occur 
compounds where one of the cases is spatial (or temporal) and the other 
is not. One example is the combination of the approximative with the 

3 There are pronominal forms with case stacking, such as kə̑ t-ə̑n-a-z where-LOC-LOC-
POSS.3SG ‘where’ or ta-tʼi-ja-z here-PROL-LOC-POSS.3SG ‘here’, but this goes beyond the 
scope of the present paper.
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3SG possessive accusative marker (19), which exists in both varieties. It 
happens rarely in Beserman (three occurrences out of 187), but unlike 
the previous one, it seems to be perfectly grammatical.

(19) Mar, lʼuka-zə̑=no nu-i-zə̑=nʼi ber-lanʼ-ze.
what gather-PST.3PL=ADD drive-PST-3PL=already back-APP-POSS.3SG.ACC

‘So they gathered [us] and drove [us] back.’ (B)

As we discussed earlier, the POSS.3SG in Beserman is known to have a 
range of non-possessive functions, including reactivation of a  previously 
mentioned, but partly forgotten object. The choice of the accusative 
case in this context is not completely clear to us. In some of the Komi 
varieties, the 3SG and 2SG possessive accusative markers were degram-
maticalized into a kind of a focus particle (Klumpp 2014: 438) that can 
stick to e.g. adverbs and infinitives. It can be that the Udmurt POSS.3SG.
ACC marker is in the beginning of the same path. We attested multiple 
instances when it was used with adverbs, both in Beserman and literary 
Udmurt. However we do not know how widespread this phenomenon 
is and what are the factors triggering it. We can also note that the only 
two words that we have seen to contain this particular combination of 
affixes, are berlanʼ ‘backwards’ and azʼlanʼ ‘ahead’, and they could be 
conceptualized as adverbs by the speakers. Therefore, their analysis as 
case stacking instances is also dubious.

Finally, the only full-fledged case stacking pattern in literary Udmurt 
comes from the combination of the dative with the terminative (and 
perhaps other cases, on which we unfortunately do not have any data). 
The dative here can express purpose, or mean ‘for’ in the temporal 
sense, while the terminative has the temporal meaning ‘up to’. Their 
combination yields the meaning ‘for up to’ in a straightforward fashion, 
as shown by the example (20). We do not know yet whether the same 
applies to the Beserman dialect, but this seems not impossible.

(20) Ji̮rtemasʼ-jos-ti̮ 10 ar-ozʼ-li̮ pi̮tset sʼe̮r-i̮ kelʼa-ni̮
hooligan-PL-ACC.PL 10 year-TERM-DAT padlock behind-ILL send-INF

bi̮gat-o-zi̮.
can-FUT-3PL

‘Hooligans can now be sent to prison for up to 10 years.’ (U)
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It should be noted however, that the dative is different from other 
cases in that it is sometimes used as a derivational, rather than inflec-
tional, suffix. Namely, it can attach to some temporal adverbs to produce 
other temporal adverbs, e.g. Beserman kəma ‘long (in a temporal sense)’ 
→ kəmalə̑ ‘for a long time’.

5.3.  Case compounding in a coordinating construction

Coordinating case compounding happens when one of the cases is 
required by a coordinating construction, and the other originates else-
where, as in (22). In one of several Beserman coordinating construc-
tions, both coordinated nouns are marked with the instrumental suffix 
(which also has comitative meaning). When these nouns should also 
be marked with another case, this leads to a collision. It seems that 
 generally such situations are avoided by the speakers, who choose 
another coordinating construction that does not require additional case 
marking. 37 out of 55 occurrences of coordinating instrumental in our 
corpus are subjects, and 13 further occurrences are dependents of the 
relational noun vis ‘between’, which also does not require any case 
marking.

When the speakers do use this construction, two strategies could be 
employed. One option is to replace one of the coordinating case markers 
with the other required case, as in the first coordinand in (21). Note that 
the plural possessive marker on ‘belly’ indicates that it is possessed by 
both animals rather than by the bear alone. The fact that the speaker first 
pronounces the coordinating construction with two instrumentals and 
then corrects herself, as if though she tried, but could not find a place 
for the genitive marker, is also telling.

(21) ʒʼicʼə̑ velʼt-icʼozʼ gondə̑r-en kijon-en ... gondə̑r-len kijon-en
fox wander-LIM bear-INS wolf-INS bear-GEN wolf-INS

kət-sə̑ sʼuma-z
belly-POSS.3PL feel.hungry-PST.3SG

‘While the fox was wandering around, the bear and the wolf got hungry 
(lit. the belly of the bear and the wolf started feeling hungry).’ (B)
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The other strategy is to suspend the case suffix and attach it to the 
whole coordinated phrase, as in (22), which leads to case compounding.

(22) [abi-jen babam-en]-jos-len ta korka-jez
[grandmother-INS grandfather-INS]-PL-GEN this house-POSS.3SG

‘This house belongs to my grandmother and grandfather.’ (B)

6.  Conclusions

Beserman and Literary Udmurt have numerous kinds of case 
compounding. Peripheral kinds include case stacking, derivational case 
compounding and case compounding in coordinating constructions 
(we attested the latter two only in Beserman). The most frequent and 
productive kinds of compounding, however, are adnominal (headed 
or headless) and, to a lesser extent, complex attributive nominal. It 
seems that the main morphological constraint on the inner case is that 
the form marked with it should be able to be used adnominally. While 
prototypically adnominal cases (the genitives and the instrumental) 
always allow case compounding, others can also become adnominal 
in certain contexts, where they also allow case compounding. It is 
not entirely clear whether this restriction is absolute, as we attested a 
handful of examples where the word form with the inner case seemed 
to be an adjunct rather than a nominal dependent. In all such cases, 
the verb whose adjunct this word used to be, was omitted, but easily 
and uniquely reconstructible. The constraint on the first case is defi-
nitely lifted under comparative deletion, where the elided part of the 
sentence is also uniquely reconstructible. We found no constraints on 
the outer case. There also seem to be no hard restrictions on the affix 
chain length, however, nominal forms with more than two case markers 
did not appear in any of our corpora.

Our experimental data shows that adnominal case compounding 
occurs in speech when the object expressed by the head of the NP is 
topical and not important, but its attribute expressed by its dependent, is 
important, which usually happens in contrastive contexts. The POSS.3SG 
marker normally accompanies the outer case in such forms. However, 
we found out that it is not always obligatory in adnominal case 
compounding, at least in Beserman. We argue that the reason why it, 
nevertheless, appears so often in case compounding, is that the factors 
that cause case compounding are the same that cause the appearance of 
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POSS.3SG in this sense. These two processes are not interconnected, and 
therefore the analysis of POSS.3SG as a nominalizer is inappropriate.
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Аннотация. Тимофей Архангельский и Мария Усачева: Множествен-
ное падежное маркирование в бесермянском диалекте удмуртского.  
Объектом нашего исследования является множественное падежное мар-
кирование, т. е. наличие нескольких падежных показателей внутри одной 
словоформы, в бесермянском диалекте удмуртского, который мы также 
кратко сравниваем с литературным удмуртским. В этом идиоме засви-
детельствованы почти все типы множественного маркирования согласно 
типологии Нунана (Noonan 2008), хотя деривационный тип и отложенная 
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аффиксация явно маргинальны. Для изучения ограничений на это  явление 
мы используем эксперименты на референциальную коммуникацию и кор-
пусные данные. Мы также демонстрируем, что посессивное маркирова-
ние, которое часто считается обязательным в такой ситуации (см., напр., 
Алатырев 1983: 586, Winkler 2001: 43), на самом деле появляется благо-
даря тем же информационно-структурным факторам, что и множествен-
ное маркирование, а не вызывается непосредственно последним. Статья в 
основном основана на данных, собранных авторами в поле в 2003–2017 гг.

Ключевые слова: удмуртский язык, бесермянский диалект, множествен-
ное падежное маркирование, информационная структура

Kokkuvõte. Timofey Arkhangelskiy ja Maria Usacheva: Käänete liitmine 
Bessermani udmurdi keeles. Artiklis uuritakse käänete liitmist, s.t noomeni-
tüvele mitme käändelõpu lisamist Bessermani udmurdi keeles, võrreldes 
seda ka udmurdi kirjakeelega. Pea kõik käänete liitmise tüübid on Noonani 
(2008) kirjelduste järgi keeles kasutusel, kuigi tuletuslikul ja katkestatud lisa-
misega liitmisel on väike osatähtsus. Kasutame viitelise suhtluse eksperimente 
ja korpus andmestikku, et selle nähtuse piire analüüsida. Samuti väidame, et 
posses siivne märkimine, mida peetakse liitmisel sageli kohustuslikuks (nt 
Alatyrev 1983: 586, Winkler 2001: 43), ei tulene niivõrd mitte liitmisest endast, 
vaid informatsioonilis-struktuurilistest faktoritest, mis on liitmisega seotud. 
Artikkel põhineb peamiselt andmetel, mille oleme teema kohta kogunud aas-
tatel 2003–2017.

Märksõnad: udmurdi keel, Bessermani udmurdi keel, käänete liitmine, infor-
matsiooniline struktuur
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Appendix 1. Standard Udmurt and Beserman cases systems4

Case Gloss Standard Udmurt Beserman
nominative NOM -Ø -Ø
accusative ACC -ez -ez
genitive GEN -len -len
ablative / second genitive ABL / GEN2 -lesʼ -lesʼ / -lə̑sʼ
dative DAT -li̮ -lə̑
instrumental INS -en -en
caritive CAR -tek -tek
adverbial ADV -ja -ja (very rare)
locative LOC -i̮n -ə̑n
illative ILL -e -e
elative ELA -i̮sʼ -ə̑sʼ
egressive EGR -i̮sʼen -isʼen
terminative TERM -ozʼ -ozʼ
prolative PROL -ti / -eti -tʼi
approximative APP does not exist -lanʼ
recessive RCS does not exist -lasʼen
series of personal-local 
cases (‘at someone’s 
place’)

DMS do not exist -nʼ- + one of 
the local cases

4 Only the main allomorphs that precede the possessiveness markers and productively 
attach to nominal stems that end in a consonant, are  given.


